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All tracks composed by 
Rita Lovise Haugseggen
Recorded, mixed and mastered 
October 2013 
by Jan Erik Kongshaug at 
Rainbow Studio, Oslo
Produced by Rita Lovise Haugseggen
Executive producer Odd Gjelsnes
All photos by Christina Børding
Cover design by medicineheads.com
This recording is partly supported 
by “Fond for utøvende kunstnere”

1 Glasshouse 5:48
2 Pale Indulgence 5:06
3 Årer av kull    6:09
4 Silke     8:09
5 Craving Coffee   3:40
6 I´m Not Your Baby 2:41
7 Solitude           3:34
8 Interlude         0:54
9 Settled for Less  6:39

Total time 42:44

Rita Lovise Haugseggen  vocal, guitar 
Finn Sletten  drums
Bjørn Alterhaug  double bass
Bjørn Andor Drage  piano
Henning Gravrok  tenor saxophone
Gaute Vikdal  buck horn on track 3, 
lure on tracks 4 & 8
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Heartfelt thanks to: Bjørn Andor Drage, Finn Sletten, Bjørn Alterhaug, Henning 
Gravrok and Gaute Vikdal who generously contributed with improvisation and 
improvement, and who constantly share with me their creativity and excellence. 
Special thanks go to Bjørn Andor Drage for co-producing when we were gathered   
in heaven (Rainbow Studio). Jan Erik Kongshaug – for outstanding sound.            
Kurt Edvin Blix Hansen – for valuable mentoring. Christina Børding – for such 
quality photos. Odd Gjelsnes – for the great dialogue. Ali Kaffe - for sponsoring us 
with coffee beans for the cover pictures.

It took me 17 years of experience to develop the lyrics, a good balance between 
intricate chord progressions, relatively simple melody lines, and to mix it all 
together and find my own “signature”. This album is a celebration of peoples’ 
remarkable ability to get through tough times, learn from them and move on as 
stronger individuals.

This album is dedicated to my wonderful parents, Kai & Lillian Haugseggen –            
I love you so much. 

Rita Lovise
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“Rita Lovise sings her way straight into the jazz vocal elite 
with her debut album “Craving Coffee”. 

Armed with her own songs and brilliantly transported by 
musicians full of unpretentious skills, she blows the door 
off the hinges with a poetic and vocal force of expression 
that is rare.”

Terje Mosnes (in the Norwegian national daily 
newspaper, Dagbladet.

Who is Rita Lovise?     
Debutant Rita Lovise Haugseggen has thrilled the 
Norwegian media and brought audiences to tears 
with her unique and distinctive voice and music. After 
only six months of touring, The Norwegian National 
Public Broadcaster’s (NRK) jazz expert Erling Wicklund 
described her as a ‘prodigy’ and emphasized her bravery 
in ‘playing against all expectations’.  

A force to be reckoned with
Rita Lovise is a force to be reckoned with and is 
compared to artists such as Leonard Cohen, Eva 
Casssidy, Tori Amos, Tom Waits, Grace Jones, Nina 
Simone, Melody Gardot, Judy Garland, Radka 
Toneff, Robert Plant and Adele.  But Rita also has a 
reputation for having created a new genre. She has 
already performed at the Molde Jazz Festival, 2012  
and was granted The Tour Scholarship of The 
Norwegian Arts Festival: “Rita Lovise is one of the most 
interesting jazz artists today”. 

Rita Lovise Haugseggen has attracted internationally 
celebrated, and award-winning musicians for her 
debut album Craving Coffee. Professor Emeritus Bjørn 
Alterhaug (double bass), Finn Sletten (drums), Gaute 
Vikdal (buck horn, lure, trombone), Henning Gravrok 
(sax) and Professor Bjørn Andor Drage (piano). 
The internationally acclaimed sound engineer, Jan Erik 
Kongshaug, recorded the album at his world-renowned 
Rainbow Studio.

Great reviews
Rita Lovise has been touring, and receiving great critics 
everywhere she appears for two years, before even 
releasing a single! Newspaper reviews describe her as:

“A shooting star!” (Finnmark Dagblad)

“She has high heels, glittery earrings and she sings 
like a God.” (Helgelands Arbeiderblad)

“Rita Lovise is embraced by jazz lovers, praised by music 
critics and loved by audiences. (Lofotposten)  

An unknown girl with an outstanding voice found her way 
to the very essence of our soul, took it out, shook it and put 
it back. (Hammerfestingen)


